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‘WAKE ME UP’
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Stream ‘WAKE ME UP’ and the EP ‘LESSONS’ HERE.
Exciting 3-piece Northampton band Pieces announce their long anticipated first debut EP ‘LESSONS’
along with new single ‘WAKE ME UP’.
Pieces (NORTHAMPTON, UK) unveil their captivating new single ‘WAKE ME UP’ the lead single from
the debut EP entitled ‘Lessons’, out on the 12th March 2021 via the Shipping Forecast label.
The “LESSONS EP” has been written, rehearsed and recoded between lockdowns during the COVID
19 pandemic, which has had a direct impact on the message of the record. At a time when anxieties,
relationships and people’s mental health have been magnified and tested with seemingly relentless
pressure, the songs, and in particular ‘WAKE ME UP’, attempts to see beyond the isolation and look
towards something more positive.
Lead singer Chris Serbyn explains the concept, “the title for the EP ‘Lessons’ made sense as not only
was the creative process of writing and recording as a band during a pandemic a learning experience,
but the songs are about reflecting on what is a really tough moment in time and trying to learn and
become more enlightened.
It’s been a really tough time for everyone and creating this EP has been our glimmer of light.
Personally, like most people I’ve really struggled at times with feelings of anxiety and trepidation of
what the future holds, being able to get together as a band between lockdowns and do what we love

to do really helped create a tremendous swell of positivity and hope. The songs reflect all of those
mixed emotions.”
Pieces have a relentless habit of producing powerful anthemic songs and the Lessons EP certainly
demonstrates that. The single ‘Wake Me Up’, which is out on the 26th February, exhibits Pieces’ ability
to deliver captivating verses that burst into commanding chorus. The track gradually opens up to an
explosion of distorted guitars and a powerful melody that really hooks in.
Prior to the lockdown 3-piece band Pieces were building an audience and impressing with their
powerful and imposing live sound and performance. Be prepared to be blown away by Pieces heavy
and honest indie sound with snappy melodic traits throughout. Think Bombay Bicycle Club, Boxer
Rebellion, The Walkmen and Tokyo Police Club.
ENDS
For more information, promo requests, or to set up an interview please contact Chris Serbyn at
piecesuk@gmail.com or 07834838614
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Pieces are:
Chris Serbyn – Guitars | Vocals
Chris Major – Bass | Vocals
Lewis Carrington – Drums | Vocals
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1. Wake Me Up
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3. Be Brave
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